SPEDInstabR: An algorithm based on a fluctuation index for selecting predictors in species distribution modeling
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A B S T R A C T

Here, we present SPEDInstabR, available as an R package on CRAN and as an RWizard application on http://www.sped.es/RWizard, which provides tools for the identification of the environmental factors that better discriminate between the conditions prevailing in the area of a species and those existing in the geographical background over which the study is carried out. This could include the world, countries, regions, river basins, etc. or the extent of occurrence of the species estimated by using convex hull, α-shape or Kernel density distributions. The procedure consists of dividing each factor into a number of intervals or bins decided by the user, calculating the number of records in each bin, separately considering the cells where the species occur and those of the selected geographical background. A peak of instability is observed when there are important differences in the factor comparing the bins of presence with the corresponding ones of extent. We consider that those factors with a higher percentage contribution to the Instability index better discriminate between the cells of presence and the extent. We tested the algorithm using virtual species, comparing the generated selections with those produced by MaxEnt.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In the absence of exhaustive information, predictions for estimating the geographical distribution of organisms or the niche of taxonomical entities have become one of the most successful research lines in Macroecology and Biogeography (Hortal et al., 2012). Depending on the research purpose, these procedures are frequently denominated as Species Distribution Models (SDMs) or Environmental Niche Models (ENMs) (Peterson et al., 2011). SDM/ENM models generate their estimates by relating a dataset of geographic occurrences, almost exclusively in the form of binary presence-absence data, with the environmental characteristics of the localities in which these occurrences are observed, which act as predictors. A general characteristic of these modeling practices is that they very often generate output values without using the information provided by reliable absence information (Lobo et al., 2010). As it is very difficult to certify the absence of a species in a locality (Isaac and Pocock, 2015), these modeling exercises generally use as a response variable the available information about the occurrence of species (presences) and a undetermined but high number of “absences” selected at random from the considered territory (the so-called background absences). This is the classic procedure that has been well-known for a long time used in the Resource Selection Functions (RSF; Johnson, 1980), which compare the environmental conditions in the occurrence localities (use) against those existing in the whole territory (availability). It has been shown that RSFs do not estimate the probability of occurrence (Hastie and Fithian, 2013), and that their use only allows a measure of the intensity of the own data used in the model training to be obtained (Aarts et al., 2012). Indeed, the apparent accuracy of the results provided by the models using presences and background absences is a consequence of selecting inappropriate geographical extents (Hijmans, 2012), in which the rates of “absence” success are magnified as a consequence of including zero values beyond the environmental and geographical ranges of the species (“naughty noughts”; Austin and Meyers, 1996; Lobo et al., 2010).

The comparison of the environmental characteristics existing in the presence localities against those available in the territory of interest (geographical background or GB) can make it, however, easier to recognize the predictors with higher probabilities of being influential to explain the environmental preference of the species at the considered extent (Johnson, 1980; Beyer et al., 2010; Acevedo et al., 2012). The number and identity of the selected predictors in an SDM or ENM model are two of the most important sources of uncertainty in the obtained results (Beaumont et al., 2005). To minimize their effect in...
model predictions, it is worth selecting the minimum number of uncorrelated explanatory variables whose relevance is well founded on biological reasons (Synes and Osborne, 2011). Although the existence of biases in the observed survey effort within the selected GB may seriously hinder such selection of predictors (Kadmon et al., 2004), a recommendable procedure would be first removing collinear variables: identifying them using, for example, variance inflation factors iteratively (VIF; Dormann et al., 2013). Subsequently, the application of a procedure similar to that used by RSFs, comparing the environmental conditions in the presences with those available in the GB, may further aid to select the most relevant variables able to explain the preferences of the species.

Use-availability and related procedures are not without their drawbacks (Garshelis, 2000), being classically carried out using chi-square tests, some indices such as the Manly-Chesson or the Johnson indices, discriminant analysis, logistic regressions or binomial generalized linear models. These indices require the use of discrete environmental unities (e.g. habitats); when it comes to the use of continuous environmental values (e.g. mean temperature values between presence and background values) it is convenient to normalize the data (Manly et al., 2002). For example, Ecological Niche Factor Analyses (ENFA; Hirzel et al., 2002) examine both marginality (viz. the ecological distance between the species optimum derived from occurrences and the mean values within the reference area) and specialization (i.e. the ratio of the ecological variance between species observations and the reference area). These calculations require that the selected environmental variables be normalized.

1.2. Aims

In this study, an Instability index is presented with the purpose of discriminating the variables with a higher likelihood of being relevant to explain the occurrence of species when true absence data are lacking. To do this, continuous variables were binned and the conditions in the considered territory were compared against those in the observed presence localities, thus allowing the use of any continuous variable independently of their distribution as though they were discrete. We first explain the rationale and use of this index to examine their performance subsequently, comparing them with the variable importance measures provided by MaxEnt (Phillips et al., 2006), the software for modeling species distribution that is most widely used (Ahmed et al., 2015).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Installation and platform availability

SPEDInstabR is an application that can be installed as a plug-in of RWizard, an open-source and easy-to-use graphical user interface for the R environment (see http://www.ipez.es/RWizard/). However, SPEDInstabR may also be installed and started as a regular R add-on package, because is available on CRAN (R Development Core Team, 2016). Although SPEDInstabR can be used without the need for RWizard, it is only when it is used in conjunction with RWizard that all its capabilities are truly revealed. To use SPEDInstabR in RWizard, it is necessary to install the file SPEDInstabR.v1.1.RWA, available on the website http://www.ipez.es/RWizard, from the main menu of RWizard “RWizard applications → Install new application”. In this way, SPEDInstabR will be added as another RWizard Application (Guisande et al., 2015; Guisande, 2016a; Guisande, 2016b, 2016c). Before the installation of SPEDInstabR, it is first necessary to install RWizard. RWizard is an open-source interface under GNU General Public License that has been developed in C# on the Net platform. It is designed as an interface to facilitate the interaction with R (see video demonstration at http://www.ipez.es/RWizard). The only requirement for the installation of RWizard is that R and Net Framework 4.0 must be already installed, and then the file Setup.RWizard.V2.3.EXE must be installed.

Geographic data about countries, regions, and provinces, etc. available in RWizard were obtained from http://www.openstreetmap.org (OpenStreetMap, 2016) and freshwater habitats from González-Vilas et al. (2016).

2.2. Instability algorithm

The data required by SPEDInstabR (i.e. environmental data of presences and background data for the desired predictors and the selected GB) may be easily obtained from the software ModestR (see http://www.ipez.es/modestr; García-Roselló et al., 2013, 2014, 2015). Alternatively, the user may directly apply the procedure implemented in SPEDInstabR to derive potential distribution maps by the so-called “niche of occurrence” application of ModestR. The Appendix gives a thorough guide to the process of obtaining the files required by SPEDInstabR.

Before running the algorithm, the user may select the most appropriate GB to compare the environmental conditions in the presence localities against those in the selected geographical background. This geographical extent can be the entire Earth, an arbitrary area selected by the user (e.g. countries, regions, river basins), or the extent of occurrence (EOO) of the species. We consider that the most appropriate option to select GB should be the one where the species may have equal access to the available environmental conditions (e.g. basins with presence observations). The use of SPEDInstabR within ModestR allows: i) different EOOs from occurrence points such as convex hulls, α-shapes or Kernel density distributions to be generated; ii) the grain size or resolution most appropriate to the circumstances (e.g. cells of 5′ × 5′) to be selected; and iii) the desired environmental variables to be included and selected, such as ASCII files. Once selected, each of the considered continuous environmental variables is divided into quantiles or bins decided by the user (the default is 30), which divide the values of each variable into groups with the same number of observations. Both the number of observations (cells) in the selected GB belonging to each bin for the considered variable and the number of presence observations in each bin is calculated. As more bins are selected by the user, the number of observations is reduced for each one, thus diminishing the power to discriminate or detect the variables characterizing presence localities. We suggest applying the very robust Freedman-Diaconis rule (Birgé and Rozenholc, 2006) to calculate both the number and the width of bins (h) as:

\[ h = 2 \times \frac{\text{IQR}}{n^{\frac{1}{2}}} \]

where IQR is the interquartile range (Q3-Q1) of the variable values in the presence localities, and n is the number of available presence observations. For each of the considered bins, the relative frequency of the environmental variable data as well as that of presence observation are then used to calculate an index of Instability (I). I is a modification of the fluctuation index of Dubois (1973) modified by Guisande et al. (2011) as:

\[ I = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{i} p_{ij} \log \frac{p_{ij}}{p_{j}} \]

\[ p_{ij} = \frac{|I_{sp} - I_{sp}|}{\sum |I_{sp} - I_{sp}|} \]

where n is the number of environmental variables, i is the number of intervals or bins, p_{ij} is the relative proportion, considering all variables and intervals, of the absolute difference between the interval j of the variable z obtained in the cells that the species is present (I_{sp}) and the cells of the whole GB (I_{sp}), and |I_{sp} − I_{sp}| refers to the reference state that is calculated as the mean of all the p_{ij} values. If I_{sp} and I_{sp} are the same, as zero
values cannot be included in the algorithm, the minimum instability value is assigned that is obtained for this species.

For each environmental variable, a peak of instability is observed for a bin when there are important differences in the relative frequency of the cells with presence data compared with those of the GB, thus suggesting that some values of this variable seem to be preferred by the species. Once the Instability index is calculated for each species, the values are standardized to a range between 0–1, being thus possible to estimate the percentage of contribution of each environmental variable to the complete index value. We consider that those environmental variables with a higher percentage of contribution to the Instability index are those with the highest capacity of discrimination between areas of presence and the geographical background.

3. Results

From the 19 bioclimatic variables of the WorldClim dataset (Hijmans et al., 2005), we only used the 10 with a variance inflation factor (VIF) lower than 15: annual mean temperature (BIO1), mean diurnal range (BIO2), isothermality (BIO3), temperature seasonality (BIO4), mean temperature of wettest quarter (BIO8), annual precipitation (BIO12), precipitation of the driest month (BIO14), precipitation seasonality...
The capacity of the Instability index to recover the relevant explanatory variables was assessed by building virtual species whose occurrence is completely determined by known climatic variables. First, an area within the western Palearctic region was selected as GB (Fig. 1; 132,929 cells of 5’ × 5’). In this area, a third part of the complete environmental range around mean values [mean ± (maximum − minimum values / 3)] is selected for the variables BIO3 (n = 88,113 cells), BIO8 (n = 84.347) and BIO18 (n = 77,813), and the obtained climatic values are normalized to 0–1 range (N-values) so that they have a Gaussian symmetrical unimodal response. With the data of these three climatic variables, eight virtual species were built: i) three using only the N-values of each one of the variables; ii) one using the N-values of BIO3 and BIO8 added together (N-values BIO3 + N-values BIO8) with the same weights (0.5 and 0.5); iii) one using BIO3 and BIO18 added together but with different weights (0.7 and 0.3, respectively); iv) one using BIO8 and BIO18 added together but with different weights (0.2 and 0.8); v) one using BIO3, BIO8 and BIO18 added together with different weights (0.5, 0.2 and 0.3, respectively); and finally vi) a virtual species using BIO3, BIO8 and BIO18 with different weights (0.5, 0.2 and 0.3, respectively) but multiplied together (N-values BIO3*N-values BIO8*N-values BIO18). All the continuous values obtained in this way that were higher than zero were transformed to binary (1/0), and 0.1% and 1% of the presence cells were selected at random for each virtual species. Thus, the capacity of recovering the true influential variables (BIO3, BIO8 and BIO18) from the initial set of 10 climatic variables was measured on 16 occasions under different situations differing in complexity and sample completeness. These 16 virtual species are available in the supplementary material in the file Virtual.ModestRDB.

The results of the Instability index were compared with those provided by the MaxEnt software (Percent Contribution and Permutation Importance; further details in the tutorial available at https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/maxent/). There was a significant relationship between the percentage of contribution obtained using the Instability index with both MaxEnt contribution and MaxEnt permutation (Fig. 2), although a better fit was obtained with the former ($r^2 = 0.51$) than the latter ($r^2 = 0.36$). However, only the Instability index showed that the variables with a higher percentage of contribution to explain the differences between the cells of presence and those of the GB were selected at random for each virtual species. Thus, the capacity of recovering the true influential variables (BIO3, BIO8 and BIO18) from the initial set of 10 climatic variables was measured on 16 occasions under different situations differing in complexity and sample completeness. These 16 virtual species are available in the supplementary material in the file Virtual.ModestRDB.

With SPEDInstabR, it is also possible to show for each factor the frequency of the records observed in each bin, for just one or a group of selected species (see the Appendix for details). For instance, Fig. 4 shows for BIO8 that the frequency of records in the cells of presence is higher than in those of the GB at intermediate values (Fig. 4; upper panel). However, for the BIO2 considering all the species, the frequency of intervals was similar in both the cells of presence and in those of the GB (Fig. 4; lower panel).

With ModestR or SPEDInstabR, it is also possible to obtain the mean contribution of any variable considering all or a selected group of species present in the cell, in the scale used for the calculations (see the Appendix for details). Fig. 5 shows the mean contribution of one of the most important variables (BIO18) and of a variable with a low mean contribution (BIO2). Therefore, it is possible to analyze potential changes in the differential contribution of variables across a geographical area.

Fig. 3. Boxplots with the mean contribution of all variables considering all species obtained using Maxent contribution (upper panel), Maxent permutation (middle panel) and the Instability index (lower panel). Outliers are not shown. Annual mean temperature (BIO1), mean diurnal range (BIO2), isothermality (BIO3), temperature seasonality (BIO4), mean temperature of the wettest quarter (BIO8), annual precipitation (BIO12), precipitation of the driest month (BIO14), precipitation seasonality (BIO15), precipitation of the warmest quarter (BIO18) and precipitation of the coldest quarter (BIO19).
Fig. 4. Mean ± SD frequencies of each standardized interval for the variable BIO8 (upper panel) and for the variable BIO2 (lower panel) considering all species. The upper limit of the interval for each variable is shown on the x-axis.

Fig. 5. Map with the mean percentage contribution considering all species of precipitation of the warmest quarter (BIO18; upper panel) and mean diurnal range (BIO2; lower panel) in cells of 5′ × 5′.
4. Conclusions

Identification of the main factors controlling the distribution of species is one of the most important issues in ecology, particularly in studies about SDMs and ENMs, where there are many modeling methods with different approaches. For all of them, predictor selection is an important issue affecting the models’ predictive ability (Elith et al., 2006; Austin and Meyers, 1996).

Our algorithm allows continuous variables to be managed without the need of normalizing them. Using virtual species, we demonstrated that is able to identify the main factors affecting the species’ distribution. This is particularly true under the complex situations that are common in nature, with different factors affecting it to varying degrees; under such circumstances, MaxEnt, the most widely used method for modeling species’ distributions, fails.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoinf.2016.11.004.
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